Child Resistant Pouches
Ready to Ship or Custom Print Available

CR Exit
Bag

PharmaLoc Zipper
Pouches with a special tab that requires two handed
dexterity to open the package. It’s easy for adults to
open, but extremely difficult for children to do so. Great
for all sorts of products, from cleaning “pods” to medical
marijuana, and commonly used as exit bags. Perfect for
packaging vials & bottles.
As Low As: $0.67/bag

CR Exit
Bag

Child-Guard/Push-Pin Zipper
The proven industry standard, used by Tide® for detergent
pods. The sliding zipper has a pin that must be inserted to
“unlock” contents. This simple but effective zipper can be
applied to a wide range of sizes to serve many markets.
As Low As: $0.58/bag
PN: ZPCR08506BL293C - 8.5” x 6” - Royal Blue
PN: ZPCR08506W - 8.5” x 6” White

PN: ZCR122509B - 12.25” x 9” x 4” Black
PN: ZCR122509W - 12.25” x 9” x 4” White

CR
Resealable
Pouch

Thumb-Pocket Zipper

Tamper
Evident
CR Pouch

Single Dose

This ready-to-label pouch has a thumb tab zipper that
is easy for adults to open, but nearly impossible for
children. No bulky closures or pull-tabs required; just a
sophisticated press-to-close zipper that keeps kids out.
Great for edibles.
As Low As: $0.34/bag
PN: ZCR0404125TE - 4.5” x 4.125” - White (Fill Through Bottom)
PN: ZCR0550675TE - 5.5” x 6.75” - White (Fill Through Bottom)
PN: ZCR0550675OZE - 5.5” x 6.75” - White (Fill Past Zipper)

A small pouch for single-dose products and small items.
A micro perforation near the corner helps adults tear the
package open. Excellent scent and moisture protection.
As Low As: $0.05/bag
PN: CR03250325TS - 3.5” x 3.5” - Silver
PN: CRW03250325TS - 3.5” x 3.5” White

All Bags are FDA Approved
Opaque Food Grade Material
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Compliance laws can be confusing, and there is more than one type of “child-resistant” bag. How
do you make sense of it all and ensure that you create a package that will meet your needs?
IMPAK breaks it down below.
There are many types of Child Resistant bags, from IMPAK, but ALL fall into these categories:
Single Use, Reclosable Retail Ready or Exit Bag.
You need a Single Dose (non-reclosable) Child Resistant bag if…
You are packaging unit dose products, such as concentrates, vape cartridges, unit dose edibles,
seeds and topicals. Single-use child-resistant packaging require special effort to get into like
scissors or an internal (hidden) tear slit and cannot be re-sealed after the seal is broken.

You need a Retail-Ready Reclosable Child Resistant bag if…
You are packaging multi dose products, such as edibles, beverages, capsules, tinctures, etc. Resealable CR bags must preserve their Child Resistant functionality every time you open the package.
These type of bags are also tamper evident.

You need a Child Resistant Exit bag if…
You are a dispensary/store front or a delivery service. All products sold must leave the store or
be delivered in Exit Bags. These type of bags are NOT tamper evident and should not be used
to package product directly in them. All products that go inside an Exit bag must be already
individually packed.

Thumb-Pocket Zipper

Single Dose

Multiple Use Child Resistance One Time Use Child Resistance
Tamper Evident
Tamper Evident.
Type: Single Dose
Type: Reclosable Retail

PharmaLoc Zipper

Child-Guard/Push-Pin Zipper

Multiple Use Child Resistance
Non-Tamper Evident
Type: Exit Bag

Multiple Use Child Resistance
Non-Tamper Evident
Type: Exit Bag

